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feu emerge, the quintessence of a thousand meditations, a
reality greater than the reality of one thine seen.
There has been a gap in my letter—three hours and
nore, I couldn't go on. I have been walking in the meadow
outside the house, where the trees are crackling in a frosty
ivind as though the branches were hung with icicles. And
[ have been staring at your letter and staring at the lamp
Mid still I can't easily go on. I don't know your calm mind,
fulie. I don't know what you would have written if you
lad written to me—not to Descartes.
I will tell you why I went away more than five months
ago. Partly because you were a woman and the choice was
/ours—a conventional reason; partly for another reason
.hat was my own. I can write of it coolly now; then there
*vas little left to either of us but intuition. Your intuition
>vas to send me away. You wrote your letter at once,
without hesitation; you didn't think it out—you sat down
ind wrote; within an hour Jacob had brought it to the
:ottage. My intuition confirmed yours. 1 could not see. I
cnew that our love had become a greater or a more trivial
hing than either had formerly understood—all or nothing,
But I could not see or distinguish. I felt, but could not
udge.
Love, friendship even, every intimate association be-
ween two people has, I believe, an underlying substance—
;hink of it as a separate personality (the metaphysicians, if
you'll forgive them, would call it a hypostasis)—which is
iistinct from their separate personalities, though it has
>roceeded from their mingling. To betray or confuse or
:orrupt or belittle it is the unforgivable sin. So I believe,
[ do not believe that the bodily delight of love is a sin,
>ut that it becomes a deadly betrayal wherever a human
•elationship is obsessed by the acceptance, or by the de-
;ire, of it. Either you and I were by our discovery of each
>ther made gods with power to create, in our relationship,
i perdurable essence, higher than ourselves, independent
>f our delights, or we were animals caught in a trap. Either
mr beings would grow, and move towards peace and still-
less through our love and because of it, or be wasted in a

